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Wri$ng	is	Not	Caught	
Wri$ng	must	be	Taught	–		

	February	15,	2018		
	 	One	Sentence	at	a	Time	

	
March	6,	2018		
	 	Coherent	Paragraphs	

	
	March	29,	2018		
	 	Powerful	Essays	
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 Paragraph of 6th Grader 

   
 My father and I wanted to go fishing. We went to 
the campgrounds. We put up a tent. We put out our 
sleeping bags. We set up a camp kitchen. Then we 
went fishing. We fished every day. I caught 11 trout. 
My father caught 24 trout. It was a good trip. 
 
Little variety in sentence length or complexity, good deal of 
repetition, limited word choice. 
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Desired Outcome 

 For several years, my father and I had dreamed of fishing 
together. In August, we traveled to the Cascade Mountains to 
fulfill our dream. My father reserved a campsite at a beautiful, 
secluded lake. When we arrived at our spot, we quickly 
assembled a small pup tent, spread out our warm down 
sleeping bags, and fashioned a temporary outdoor kitchen. 
When we finished creating our camp, we headed for the lake 
with our sturdy fishing poles. By the end of the week, I caught 
11 humongous trout by using marshmallows for bait. My 
father, an  experienced fisherman, caught 24 trout that week. 
The highlights of the trip were spending a whole week in the 
mountains with my father and catching my first trout. 
 
Better word choice, additional information, sentences expanded, 
sentences combined, more sophisticated sentences. 



		

Hochman,	J.	C.	&	Wexler,	
N.	(2017)	The	wri(ng	
revolu(on:	a	guide	to	
advancing	thinking	
through	wri(ng	in	all	
subjects	and	grades.		
Jossey-Bass.		
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Textbook for Webinar The	Wri(ng	Revolu(on	Principles			

1.  Explicit	instrucCon	on	wriCng	
	
	 	 	DemonstraCon	 	 	 	I	do	it.	
	 	 	Guided	PracCce 	 	 	We	do	it.	
	 	 	Check	Understanding		You	do	it	

	
2.	Sentences	–	building	blocks	of	composiCons	
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The	Wri(ng	Revolu(on	Principles			

3.	Embed	in	curriculum	content	
	
	 	WriCng	to	enhance		thinking	
	 	WriCng	to	enhance	learning	of	content	

	
4.	Embed	grammar	in	context	of	student	wriCng	
	
5.	Emphasize	planning	and	revising		
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Because		But			So	

The	ability	to	write	excellent	sentences	is	
important	because	...	
	
The	ability	to	write	excellent	sentences	is	
important,	but	...	
	
The	ability	to	write	excellent	sentences	is	
important,	so	...	
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Why	focus	on	sentences?		

•  Sentences	are	the	founda$on	of	all	wriWen	
products.	
	

•  Even	when	students	master	the	structure	of	an	
essay,	the	composiCon	will	be	weak	if	the	
sentences	are	weak.	
	

•  Instead	of	wriCng	using		formal	English	and	
academic	vocabulary,	students	use	
conversa$onal	English.	
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Ac$vi$es	for	Building	Sentences	
The	Wri(ng	Revolu(on	by	Judith	Hochman	and	Natalie	Wexler		

•  DisCnguishing	between	sentences	and	fragments	
	

•  Unscrambling	scrambled	sentences	
	
•  Using	four	sentence	types	(statements,	quesCons,	exclamaCons,	and	commands)	

	
•  Develop	quesCons	

	
•  Use	conjuncCons	because,	but,	so	

	
•  Use	subordinaCng	conjuncCons	(although,	unless)	

	
•  Insert	apposiCves	to	describe	a	noun	

	
•  Expand	a	sentence	by	adding	details	

	
•  Combine	sentences		
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Dis$nguishing	between	
sentences	and	fragments	

Page	27		
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Fragment	into	Sentence	
Lesson	1		

Wonders		
Grade	4,	Unit	4,	Week	1	
A	World	Without	a	Ruler	

(Note:	AcCviCes	are	based	on	those	presented	in	The	Wri(ng	
Revolu(on	by	Judith	Hochman	and	Natalie	Wexler)			

		



Learning	Inten$on	and	Success	
Criteria	

	
A	sentence	is	a	group	of	words	that	forms	a	
complete	thought.		
	
	
Government	and	laws	help	to	protect	us	every	
day.			

Learning	Inten$on	and	Success	
Criteria	

	
A	fragment	is	a	group	of	words	that	does	not	
form	a	complete	thought.		
	
government	and	laws	
	
protect	us	

Fragment	or	Sentence?	
A	World	Without	a	Ruler			

Fragment	or	Sentence	?		 Revision			
we	live	in	a		 We	live	in	a	democracy.	

	
we	can	vote	for	people	to	run	
our	country		
	

We	can	vote	for	people	to	run	
our	country.		

passes	legislaCon	and	laws	
	
the	armed	forces		 	

	

Fragment	or	Sentence?	
A	World	Without	a	Ruler		(feedback)	

Fragment	or	Sentence	?		 Revision			
we	live	in	a		 We	live	in	a	democracy.	

	
we	can	vote	for	people	to	run	
our	country		
	

We	can	vote	for	people	to	run	
our	country.		

passes	legislaCon	and	laws	
	

Our	government	passes	
legislaCon	or	laws.		

the	armed	forces		 The	armed	forces	protect	our	
country.			
	



Fragment	into	Sentence	
Lesson	2		

Wonders		
Grade	4,	Unit	4,	Week	1	

See	How	They	Run	(Pages	272-274)		
	

(Note:	AcCviCes	are	based	on	those	presented	in	The	Wri(ng	Revolu(on	by	
Judith	Hochman	and	Natalie	Wexler)			

		

Sentence	

	
A	sentence	is	a	group	of	words	that	forms	a	
complete	thought.		
	
The	ancient	Greeks	get	credit	for	invenCng	
democracy.			

Sentence	Fragment	

	
A	fragment	is	a	group	of	words	that	does	not	
form	a	complete	thought.		
	
Fragment	:	rule	by	the	people	
	
Sentence:	Democracy	refers	to	a	government	in	
which	the	people	parCcipate	by	voCng.		

Learning	Inten$on	and	Success	
Criteria	

Learning	Inten$on	
Students	will	be	able	to	determine	if	
a	group	of	words	is	a	sentence	or	a	
sentence	fragment.			
	
Students	will	be	able	to	form	a	
complete	sentence	when	given	a	
fragment.		

Success	Criteria	
Students	will	accurately	idenCfy	sentence	
fragments	and	rewrite	them	as	complete	
sentences.			
	
Sentences	meet	the	criteria	on	the	sentence	
checklist.			
___My	sentence	is	a	complete	sentence.	
___My	sentence	makes	sense.		
___My	sentence	begins	with	a	capital	leWer.	
___My	sentence	ends	in	a	period.	
___My	spelling	is	correct.	
___My	handwriCng	is	neat.			
	
	



Sentence	Checklist	

___My	sentence	is	a	complete	sentence.	
___My	sentence	makes	sense.		
___My	sentence	begins	with	a	capital	leWer.	
___My	sentence	ends	in	a	period.	
___My	spelling	is	correct.	
___My	handwriCng	is	neat.			
	

Fragment	or	Sentence?	
See	How	They	Run		page	273-274	

Fragment	or	Sentence	?		 Revision			
wanted	a	government	where	
ciCzens	elected	representaCves	
	
our	naConal	government	has	
three	branches	
	
heads	the	execuCve	branch	
	
the	supreme	court	is	part	of	
the	judicial	branch	of	
government	

	
	

Fragment	or	Sentence?	
See	How	They	Run		page	273-274	(feedback-	possible	sentences)	

Fragment	or	Sentence	?		 Revision			
wanted	a	government	where	
ciCzens	elected	representaCves	
	

Our	Founding	Fathers	wanted	a	
government	where	ciCzens	
elected	representaCves.		

our	naConal	government	has	
three	branches	
	

Our	naConal	government	has	
three	branches.	

heads	the	execuCve	branch	
	

The	president	heads	the	
execuCve	branch.	

the	supreme	court	is	part	of	
the	judicial	branch	of	
government	

The	Supreme	Court	is	part	of	
the	judicial	branch	of	
government.		
	

	
Unscrambling	scrambled	sentences	

	
	Page	31	
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The	Three	LiYle	Pigs	
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Sentence	–	Unscramble	(I	do	it.)	

Statements	
	
first		The	built	a	pig	house	
straw.	
	
wolf		down		house		The		
the	blew	straw.		

Unscrambled	Statement	
	
The	first	pig	built	a	straw	
house.	
	
The	wolf	blew	the	straw	
house	down.		
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Sentence	–	Unscramble	(We	do	it.)	

Statements	
	
The	pig	sCcks	a	house	of	
second	built.		
		
	The	down	blew	the		wolf	
sCck	house.	

Unscrambled	Statement	
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Sentence	–	Unscramble	(We	do	it.)	
Feedback	

Statements	
	
The	pig	sCcks	a	house	of	
second	built.		
		
	The	down	blew	the		wolf	
sCck	house.	

Unscrambled	Statement	
	
The	second	pig	built	a	
house	of	sCcks.	
	
The	wolf	blew	the	sCck	
house	down.		
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Sentence	–	Unscramble	(You	do	it.)	

Statements	
	
carefully		built	pig	
The	third	house	brick	a.	
	
blow	house	brick	the	The	
wolf	not	could	down.		
	
		

Unscrambled	Statement	
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Sentence	–	Unscramble	(You	do	it.)	
	Feedback	

Statements	
	
carefully		built		The	pig	
third	house	brick	a.	
	
blow	house	brick	the	The	
wolf	not	could	down.		
	
		

Unscrambled	Statement	
	
The	third	pig	carefully	
built	a	brick	house.	
	
The	wolf	could	not	blow	
the	brick	house	down.		
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Scrambled	Sentences	
Lesson	3		

Wonders		
Grade	4,	Unit	4,	Week	2	

Bringing	Government	Home	
	

(Note:	AcCviCes	are	based	on	those	presented	in	The	Wri(ng	Revolu(on	by	
Judith	Hochman	and	Natalie	Wexler)			
		

Learning	Inten$on	and	Success	
Criteria	

Learning	Inten$on	
Students	will	be	able	to	unscramble	
a	sentence	that	includes	text	
informaCon.		

Success	Criteria	
Students	will	accurately	unscramble	a	group	
of	words	and	rewrite	them	as	a	complete	
sentence.			
	
Sentences	meet	the	criteria	on	the	sentence	
checklist.			
___My	sentence	is	a	complete	sentence.	
___My	sentence	makes	sense.		
___My	sentence	begins	with	a	capital	leWer.	
___My	sentence	ends	in	a	period.	
___My	spelling	is	correct.	
___My	handwriCng	is	neat.			
	
	



Sentence	Checklist	

___My	sentence	is	a	complete	sentence.	
___My	sentence	makes	sense.		
___My	sentence	begins	with	a	capital	leWer.	
___My	sentence	ends	in	a	period.	
___My	spelling	is	correct.	
___My	handwriCng	is	neat.			
	

Scrambled	Sentences	
Bringing	Government	Home		(Page	312	–	313)			

	

Scrambled	Sentences		 Revision			
have	senators	state	
representaCves	legislatures	and	
lower-courts	have	a	States	court	
supreme	and	
consCtuCon	Each	own	its	state	
has	
Challenge	scramble	
We	of	have	branches	three	
government	so	branch	one	that	
does	not	too	become	powerful	

Scrambled	Sentences	
Bringing	Government	Home		(Page	312	–	313)			

Feedback	–	Possible	Sentences	

Scrambled	Sentences		 Revision			
have	senators	state	
representaCves	legislatures	and	

State	legislatures	have	senators	
and	representaCves.		

lower-courts	have	a	States	court	
supreme	and	

States	have	a	Supreme	court	
and	lower-courts.		

consCtuCon	Each	own	its	state	
has	

Each	state	has	its	own	
consCtuCon.	

Challenge	scramble	
We	of	have	branches	three	
government	so	branch	one	that	
does	not	too	become	powerful	

We	have	three	branches	of	
government,	so	that	one	branch	
does	not	become	too	powerful		

Using	Four	Sentence	Types	
(statements,	ques$ons,	

exclama$ons,	and	commands)	

Page	33	
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declara$ve	sentence		

•  A	declaraCve	sentence	is	a	statement	of	an	
idea	and	ends	in	a	period.	

	

declara$ve	sentence	examples	

•  Jason	is	nine	years	old.	

•  London	is	the	capital	of	England.	

•  There	are	five	million	people	at	risk.	

•  Sue	aWends	Kraf	Meadows	Middle	School.	

declara$ve	sentence	
•  Write	declaraCve	sentences	about	your	partner.	

•  Topics	
		
–  when	and	where	your	partner	was	born	
–  favorite	subject	in	school	
–  favorite	afer	school	acCvity	
	

		

interroga$ve	sentence			

•  An	interrogaCve		sentence	asks	a	quesCon	and	
always	ends	with	a	quesCon	mark.		



interroga$ve	sentence	examples	

•  Do	you	understand	the	direcCons?	

•  How	old	is	your	dog?	

•  Who	won	the	Super	Bowl?	

•  Why	do	you	keep	asking	quesCons?	

Write	three	quesCons	concerning	this	
photo.	

42 

exclamatory	sentence		

An	exclamatory	sentence	expresses	force	or	a	
strong	emoCon	and	ends	with	an	exclamaCon	
point.			
	

exclamatory	sentence	examples	

•  You	were	meant	to	be	back	yesterday!	
•  Jeepers!	You	scared	the	life	out	of	me!	
•  We	won!	
•  This	puzzle	is	driving	me	crazy!	
•  You’re	adorable!	
•  It’s	a	boy!	
•  I	am	really	going	to	miss	this	place!	



exclamatory	sentence	

•  Tell	me	exclamatory	or	not	exclamatory.	

•  Close	the	door.	
•  Close	the	door!	
•  My	birthday	is	today!	
•  My	birthday	was	yesterday.	
•  Be	quiet!	
•  Please	stop	talking.	

impera$ve	sentence	

•  An	imperaCve	sentence	gives	instrucCons	or	
expresses	a	request	or	a	command.		

	
•  It	usually	ends	with	a	period,	but	it	may	also	
end	with	an	exclamaCon	point!		

impera$ve	sentences	examples	

•  Please	pass	the	salt.	
•  Get	out	of	my	way!	
•  Do	your	chores	before	I	get	home.	
•  Watch	out!	
•  Shut	the	door.	
•  Smile.	
•  Smile!	
•  It	is	imperaCve	that	you	understand.	

impera$ve	sentence	

•  Create	an	imperaCve	sentence	that	someone	
in	the	room	can	do.	

•  Create	an	imperaCve	sentence	that	your	mom	
and	dad	might	say	to	you	or	your	siblings.	

•  Create	an	imperaCve	sentence	you	might	hear	
in	the	cafeteria.		



Sentence	Types		
	Lesson	4		

Wonders		
Grade	4,	Unit	4,	Week	3	
The	Moon	Over	Star		

(Note:	AcCviCes	are	based	on	those	presented	in	The	Wri(ng	
Revolu(on	by	Judith	Hochman	and	Natalie	Wexler)			

Learning	Inten$on	and	Success	
Criteria	

Learning	Inten$on	
Students	will	be	able	to	idenCfy	
and	label	sentences	as	a	
statement,	a	quesCon,	a	
command,	or	an	exclamaCon.			
	
When	given	a	type	of	sentence	
and	a	word,	students	will	be	able	
to	write	a	statement,	a	quesCon,	a	
command,	or	an	exclamaCon.			

Success	Criteria	
Students	will	write	statements,	quesCons,	
commands,	and	exclamaCons	that	reflect	
textual	informaCon.			
	
Sentences	meet	the	criteria	on	the	sentence	
checklist.			
___My	sentence	is	a	complete	sentence.	
___My	sentence	makes	sense.		
___My	sentence	begins	with	a	capital	leWer.	
___My	sentence	ends	with	the	correct	

	punctuaCon	mark.		
___My	spelling	is	correct.	
___My	handwriCng	is	neat.			
	
	

Sentence	Checklist	

	
___My	sentence	is	a	complete	sentence.	
___My	sentence	makes	sense.		
___My	sentence	begins	with	a	capital	leWer.	
___My	sentence	ends	with	the	correct	punctuaCon	mark.	
___My	spelling	is	correct.	
___My	handwriCng	is	neat.			

	

Four	Basic	Sentence	Types	
Declara$ve	Sentence	
(Statement)	
	

A	declaraCve	sentence	is	a	statement	
of	an	idea	and	ends	in	a	period.	
	

Interroga$ve	Sentence	
(Ques$on)	

An	interrogaCve		sentence	asks	a	
quesCon	and	always	ends	with	a	
quesCon	mark.		
	

Impera$ve	Sentence		
(Command)	

An	imperaCve	sentence	gives	
instrucCons	or	expresses	a	request	or	
a	command.		
	

Exclamatory	Sentence	
(Exclama$on)	

An	exclamatory	sentence	expresses	
force	or	a	strong	emoCon	and	ends	
with	an	exclamaCon	point.			
	



Four	Basic	Sentence	Types	
The	Moon	Over	Star		(page	314	and	315)	

	
Write	a	sentence	using	the	word	that	is	provided.	The	sentence	must	reflect	

the	content	of	the	story.		

Sentence	Type:	Statement	
Word:	spaceship	
	

Sentence	Type:	Ques$on		
Words:	astronauts	
	

Sentence	Type:	Command	
Word:	flight	
	

Sentence	Type:	Exclama$on	
Word:	excited	
	
	

Four	Basic	Sentence	Types	
The	Moon	Over	Star		(page	314	and	315)	

	
Write	a	sentence	using	the	word	that	is	provided.	The	sentence	must	reflect	

the	content	of	the	story.	Feedback	–	Possible	Answers	

Sentence	Type:	Statement	
Word:	spaceship	
	

The	spaceship	carrying	three	astronauts	would	land	
on	the	moon.	

Sentence	Type:	Ques$on		
Words:	astronauts	
	

Who	were	the	astronauts?	

Sentence	Type:	Command	
Word:	flight	
	

Take	care	on	the	flight.	

Sentence	Type:	Exclama$on	
Word:	excited	
	
	

Everyone	was	excited!	

Four	Basic	Sentence	Types	
The	Moon	Over	Star		(page	316	-	318)	

	
Write	a	sentence	using	the	word	that	is	provided.	The	sentence	must	reflect	

the	content	of	the	story.		

Sentence	Type:	Statement	
Word:	waste	
	

Sentence	Type:	Ques$on		
Words:	Gramps	
	

Sentence	Type:	Command	
Word:	astronauts	
	

Sentence	Type:	Exclama$on	
Word:	Lif	Off	
	
	

Four	Basic	Sentence	Types	
The	Moon	Over	Star		(page	316	-	318)	

	
Write	a	sentence	using	the	word	that	is	provided.	The	sentence	must	reflect	

the	content	of	the	story.		Feedback	–	Possible	Sentences		

Sentence	Type:	Statement	
Word:	waste	
	

Gramps	thought	the	space	program	was	a	waste	of	
Cme.	

Sentence	Type:	Ques$on		
Words:	Gramps	
	

Why	did	Gramps	think	the	space	program	was	a	
waste	of	Cme?	

Sentence	Type:	Command	
Word:	astronauts	
	

Bless	the	astronauts.	

Sentence	Type:	Exclama$on	
Word:	Lif	Off	
	
	

We	have	LIFT	OFF!	



Four	Basic	Sentence	Types	
	

Write	a	sentence	using	the	word	that	is	provided.	The	sentence	must	reflect	
the	content	of	the	passage.		

Sentence	Type:	Statement	
Word:		
	

Sentence	Type:	Ques$on		
Words:		
	

Sentence	Type:	Command	
Word:	
	

Sentence	Type:	Exclama$on	
Word:		
	
	

Develop	ques$ons	

	
Page	36	
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Sentence	-	Picture	

Write	two	quesCons	
about	this	picture.		

59 

Sentence	–	Picture	
feedback	-	possible	quesCons		

Write	two	ques$ons	
about	this	picture.		
	
Who	doesn’t	believe	in	
dragons?		
	
Why	doesn’t	the	boy	
believe	in	dragons?		
	
Is	the	dragon	real?	
	
	 60 



Sentence	–	Picture	
	

Write	two	ques$ons	
about	this	picture.		
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Use	conjunc$ons	because,	but,	so	

	
Page	39	
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Sentences	with	Conjunc$ons	
because,	but,	so	

	
The	teacher	was	happy	because	the	children	
listened	carefully.		(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		

	
The	teacher	was	happy,	but	the	children	wanted	
class	to	end.	(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			
	
The	teacher	was	happy,	so	the	teacher	praised	the	
children.		(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	
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Sentences	with	Conjunc$ons	
because,	but,	so	

	
The	dog	barked	because	a	stranger	was	in	the	yard.		
(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		

	
The	dog	barked,	but	the	dog	could	not	get	outside.	
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
The	dog	barked,	so	the	stranger	quickly	lef	the	
yard.		(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	

64 



Sentences	with	Conjunc$ons	
because,	but,	so	

	Many	people	came	to	Megan’s	birthday	party	because		
	
(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		

	
Many	people	came	to	Megan’s	birthday	party,	but	
	
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
Many	people	came	to	Megan’s	birthday	party,	so	
	
(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	

65 

Sentences	with	Conjunc$ons	
because,	but,	so	

	Many	people	came	to	Megan’s	birthday	party	because	she	had	
friends	from	school,	church,	and	soccer.		
	
(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		

	
Many	people	came	to	Megan’s	birthday	party,	but	her	grandparents	
were	out	of	the	country	and	could	not	return	for	the	party.	
	
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
Many	people	came	to	Megan’s	birthday	party,	so	her	parents	had	to	
order	TWO	birthday	cakes.	
	
(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	
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Sentences	with	Conjunc$ons	
because,	but,	so	

The	family	grew	many	vegetables	because		
	
(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		

	
The	family	grew	many	vegetables,	but		
	
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
The	family	grew	vegetables,	so		
	
(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	
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Sentence	Checklist	
______	My	sentence	begins	with	a	capital	leWer.	
	
______	My	sentence	ends	in	a	period.	
	
______	My	spelling	is	correct.	
	
______	My	handwriCng	is	neat.			
	
______	My	sentence	is	a	complete	sentence.	
	
______	My	sentence	makes	sense.		
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Because	But	So			
	Lesson	1	

Wonders		
Grade	4,	Unit	4,	Week	4	
Wonders	of	the	Night	Sky	

(Note:	AcCviCes	are	based	on	those	presented	in	The	Wri(ng	
Revolu(on	by	Judith	Hochman	and	Natalie	Wexler)			

Learning	Inten$on	

Learning	Inten$on:		
Students	will	be	able	to	write	sentences	with	
conjuncCons	because	(a	reason),	but	(a	
change	in	direc(on),	and	so	(a	result)	when	
given	sentence	stems.		
	

Success	Criteria	
•  The	wriYen	sentences:	
•  accurately	use	the	conjuncCons	because,	but,	and	so	

	
•  Each	sentence:		

–  is	a	complete	sentence	
–  makes	sentence	
–  begins	with	a	capital	
–  ends	with	the	correct	punctuaCon	
–  has	correct	spelling	
–  is	wriWen	neatly	

		
	

Sentence	Checklist	

___My	sentence	is	a	complete	sentence.	
___My	sentence	makes	sense.		
___My	sentence	begins	with	a	capital	leWer.	
___My	sentence	ends	with	the	correct	 		 		 	
		punctuaCon	mark.	

___My	spelling	is	correct.	
___My	handwriCng	is	neat.			
	



Because	But	So		
Wonders	of	the	Night	Sky		(page	281)	

	
The	Aurora	Borealis	is	an	amazing	light	show	because	...	
	(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		
	

	
The	Aurora	Borealis	is	an	amazing	light	show,	but	...	
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
The	Aurora	Borealis	is	an	amazing	light	show,	so	...	
		(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	
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Because	But	So		
Wonders	of	the	Night	Sky		(page	281)	

	
The	Aurora	Borealis	is	an	amazing	light	show	because	electrical	charges	
cause	colorful	bands	of	light.		
	(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		
	
	
The	Aurora	Borealis	is	an	amazing	light	show,	but	it	only	occurs	every	
few	years.		
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
The	Aurora	Borealis	is	an	amazing	light	show,	so	we	should	travel	
to	the	North	Pole	to	observe	“the	northern	lights.”	
		(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	
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Because	But	So		
Wonders	of	the	Night	Sky		(page	282)	

	
Comets	look	like	“stars	with	hair”		because	...	
	(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		
	

	
Comets	look	like	“stars	with	hair”,	but	...	
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
Comets	look	like	“stars	with	hair”,	so	...	
		(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	
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Because	But	So		
Wonders	of	the	Night	Sky		(page	282)		

Feedback	–	Possible	Sentences	
	
Comets	look	like	“stars	with	hair”		because	they	have	a	tail	of	gas	and	
dust.		
	(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		
	
	
Comets	look	like	“stars	with	hair”,	but	they	are	actually	a	mixture	of	
rock,	dust,	ice,	and	frozen	gases.	
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
Comets	look	like	“stars	with	hair”,	so	we	should	grab	a	telescope	
and	watch	for	comets	at	night.		
		(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	
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Because	But	So			
	Lesson	3	

Wonders		
Grade	4,	Unit	4,	Week	4	

Why	Does	the		Moon	Change	Shape?	
(Note:	AcCviCes	are	based	on	those	presented	in	The	Wri(ng	
Revolu(on	by	Judith	Hochman	and	Natalie	Wexler)			

Because	But	So		
Why	does	the	moon	change	shape?		page	345	

	
The	Sun	is	a	very	hot	star	because	...	
	(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		
	

	
The	Sun	is	a	very	hot	star,	but	...	
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
The	Sun	is	a	very	hot	star,	so		...	
		(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	
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Because	But	So		
Why	does	the	moon	change	shape?		page	345	

Feedback	–	Possible	Sentences		

	
The	Sun	is	a	very	hot	star	because	it	is	a	ball	of		boiling	gases.	
	(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		
	
	
The	Sun	is	a	very	hot	star,	but	it	is	not	the	only	star	in	our	universe.		
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
The	Sun	is	a	very	hot	star,	so	it	warms	the	Earth	which	allows	
survival	of	living	things.	
		(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	
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Because	But	So		
Why	does	the	moon	change	shape?		page	346-	347	

	
The	moon	cycles	though	a	paWern	of	changes	called	phases	because	...	
	(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		
	
	
The	moon	cycles	though	a	paWern	of	changes	called	phases,	but	...	
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
The	moon	cycles	though	a	paWern	of	changes	called	phases,	so		...	
		(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	
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Because	But	So		
Why	does	the	moon	change	shape?		page	346-	347	

Feedback	–	Possible	Sentences		
	
The	moon	cycles	though	a	paWern	of	changes	or	phases	because	the	moon	is	lit	by	the	
sun	in	different	ways	at	different	Cmes	due	to	the	posiCons	of	the	moon	and	the	
earth.				
	(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		
	
	
The	moon	cycles	though	a	paWern	of	changes	called	phases	,	but	only	the	appearance	
of	the	moon	changes,	not	the	actual	moon.	
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
The	moon	cycles	though	a	paWern	of	changes,	so	we	can	observe	the	phases	in	a	
27	day	period.		
		(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	
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because	–	but	-	so	
Kenya	is	an	independent	naCon	today	because	Kenya	gained	
independence	from	Great	Britain	in	1963.	
	(Because	explains	WHY	something	is	true.)		
	

Kenya	is	an	independent	naCon	today,	but	there	are	sCll	
major	conflicts	in	the	naCon	due	to	different	languages,	
histories,	cultures,	and	tradiCons.	
(But	indicates	a	change	in	direc(on.)			

	
Kenya	is	an	independent	naCon	today,	so	the	court	system	
can	make	important	decisions.		For	example,	the	Supreme	
Court	found	that	the	August	elecCon	was	not	held	according	
to	the	law,	so	a	new	elecCon	will	be	held	in	October,	2017.			
(So	tells	us	what	happens	as	a	result	of	something	else.)	
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Use	Subordina$ng	Conjunc$ons	

(although,	unless)	
	

Page	43	
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Sentences	with	Subordina$ng	
Conjunc$ons	

Provide	stem	with	subordinaCng	conjuncCons	
	
1.  before 	 	 	6.		although	
2.  afer	 	 	 	7.		since	
3.  if 	 	 	 	 	8.		while	
4.  when 	 	 	9.	unless	
5.  even	though 	10.	whenever	
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Sentences	with	Subordina$ng	
Conjunc$ons	

Useful	conjuncCons	when	wriCng	an	opinion/
argument.	
	
1.  before 	 	 	6.		although	
2.  afer	 	 	 	7.		since	
3.  if 	 	 	 	 	8.		while	
4.  when 	 	 	9.	unless	
5.   even	though 	10.	whenever	
	 85 

Sentences	with	Subordina$ng	Conjunc$ons	
(content	based	on	The	Hundred	Dresses	by	Eleanor	Estes)	

Provide	stem	with	subordinaCng	conjuncCons.	
Chapter	Title	–	Wanda	
	
Since	Wanda	had	muddy	shoes	every	day,	she	had	to	sit	
in	the	corner	of	the	room	with	the	rough	boys.	
	
When	Wanda	was	absent	on	Monday	and	Tuesday,	no	
one	really	noCced.	
	
A`er	waiCng	for	many	minutes	to	tease	Wanda	before	
school,	Maddie	and	Peggy	gave	up,	ran	to	school,	and	
were	late.	
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Sentences	with	Subordina$ng	Conjunc$ons	
(content	based	on	The	Hundred	Dresses	by	Eleanor	Estes)	

Provide	stem	with	subordinaCng	conjuncCons.	
Chapter	Title	–	The	Dress	Game	
	
Even	though	Wanda	wore	the	same	blue	dress	
everyday,	it	appeared	to	be	clean.	
	
Although		Wanda		had	no	friends,	many	of	the	girls	
talked	to	her	and	bullied	her.	
	
When	the	girls	asked	how	many	dresses	she	had,	
Wanda	said	that	she	had	100	dresses.	
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Sentences	with	Subordina$ng	Conjunc$ons	
(content	based	on	The	Hundred	Dresses	by	Eleanor	Estes)	

Provide	stem	with	subordinaCng	conjuncCons.	

Chapter	Title	–	A	Bright	Blue	Day	
	
When	Cecile	wore	a	new	red	dress,	everyone	admired	
the	beauCful	dress,	matching	cap	and	socks.	
	
A`er	admiring	Cecile’s	crimson	dress,	Wanda	told	Peggy	
that	she	had	one	hundred	dresses	in	her	closet.	
	
Whenever	the	girls	saw	Wanda,	they	would	ask	about	
her	dresses,	shoes,	hats,	or	coats,	poking	fun	at	Wanda.	
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Sentences	with	Subordina$ng	Conjunc$ons	
(content	based	on	The	Hundred	Dresses	by	Eleanor	Estes)	

Provide	stem	with	subordinaCng	conjuncCons.	

Chapter	Title	–	The	Contest	
While	Maddie	wanted	to	stop	teasing	Wanda	,	
she		didn’t	have	the	courage	to	ask	Peggy	to	
stop	mocking	Wanda.	
	
Since	Peggy	was	the	best	arCst	in	the	class,	
Wanda	was	sure	that	Peggy	would	win	the	dress	
design	contest.	
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Insert	Apposi$ves	to	Describe	a	
Noun	

	
Page	46	
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Apposi$ve		

	
“An	apposiCve	is	a	second	noun,	or	a	phrase	or	
clause	equivalent	to	a	noun,	that	is	placed	
beside	another	noun	to	explain	it	more	fully.”	
	
New	York	City,	the	largest	city	in	the	United	
States,	is	a	major	tourist	aWracCon.		
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Apposi$ves	

The	Panama	Canal,	_______________________	
_______________________________________,	
connects	the	AtlanCc	Ocean	to	the	Pacific	
Ocean.		The	Panama	Canal	crosses	Panama,	
_______________________________________	
_______________________________________.	
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Apposi$ves	

The	Panama	Canal,	a	human-made	waterway,	
connects	the	AtlanCc	Ocean	to	the	Pacific	
Ocean.		The	Panama	Canal	crosses	Panama,	a	
narrow	country	connec(ng	Central	America	and	
South	America.	
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Apposi$ves	

France,	__________________________,	iniCally	
began	building	the	Panama	Canal	under		the	
leadership	of		Ferdinand	de	Lesseps,	
______________________________________.	
However,	high	temperatures,	disease,	and	lack	
of	funds	ended	their	efforts.		
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Apposi$ves	

France,	a	European	na(on,	iniCally	began	
building	the	Panama	Canal	under		the	leadership	
of		Ferdinand	de	Lesseps,	the	major	builder	of	
the	Suez	Canal	in	Egypt.		However,	high	
temperatures,	disease,	and	lack	of	funds	ended	
their	efforts.		
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Apposi$ves	

The	US	Congress	decided	to	finish	the	canal	and	
signed	a	treaty,	an	agreement	between	the	
United	States,	France	and	Panama,	that	allowed	
the	work	to	go	forward.		Hoping	to	avoid	the	
challenges	faced	by	the	French,	John	F.	Stevens,	
an	engineer,	was	named	the	head	of	the	project.				
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Apposi$ves	

The	US	Congress	decided	to	finish	the	canal	and	
signed	a	treaty,	__________________________	
______________________________________,	
that	allowed	the	work	to	go	forward.		Hoping	to	
avoid	the	challenges	faced	by	the	French,	John	
F.	Stevens,	____________________________,	
was	named	the	head	of	the	project.				
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Apposi$ves	

Alaska,	________________________________,	is	
located	in	the	northwest	extremity	of	North	
America.	
	
Alaska,	______________________________,	is	
twice	the	size	of	Texas,	____________________.	
	
Juneau,	______________________________,	is	the	
center	of	Alaskan	State	Government.		
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Sentence	Expansion		
Expand	a	sentence	by	adding	details	

	
Page	56	
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Sentence Expansion 

 
 

Expand each sentence using three of the following question words: who, what, 
when, where, why, and/or how.   
 
Start Sentence: The children raced.  
 
When:   one spring day 
Where:  down the road  
Why:  celebrate the last day of the school year 
 
Expanded Sentence:  One spring day, the children ran down the 
road to celebrate the last day of the school year.   
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Sentence Expansion 
Example from The Writing Revolution 

Expand the following sentence using the question words. 
 

Start Sentence:  Pyramids were built.  
 
When:   ancient times  
Where:  Egypt 
Why:   protect body of deceased pharaoh 
 

Expanded Sentence: In ancient times, pyramids were built 
in Egypt to protect the body of the deceased pharaoh.  
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Sentence Expansion 

 

Name	__________________		Date	__________________	
Expand	each	sentence	using	three	of	the	following	quesCon	words:	who,	
what,	when,	where,	why,	and/or	how.			
	
	
Start	Sentence:		Andrew	Jackson	and	his	American	forces	won.		
What 	 	The	BaZle	of	New	Orleans	
When 	 	January	8,	1815	
Why 	 	wanted	to	keep	Bri(sh	from	seizing		
																								New	Orleans	and	Louisiana	Purchase	
	
Expanded	Sentence:			
On	January	8,	1815,	Andrew	Jackson	and	his	American	forces	won	the	BaZle	
of	New	Orleans,	stopping	the	Bri(sh	from	invading	and	seizing	New	Orleans	
and	the	vast	Louisiana	Purchase.	
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Sentence	Expansion	

Example	created	by	Science	Teacher,	Anya	Covarrubias	
Based	on	Teaching	Basic	Wri(ng	Skills	by	Judith	Hochman	

	
Expand	each	sentence	using	3	of	the	following	quesCon	
words:	when,	where,	and	how.	
	
Start	Sentence:	Carbon	dioxide	is	produced	during	Cellular	
RespiraCon.	
Where:	during	the	Kreb’s	Cycle	
When:	carbon	chains	are	broken	down	
How:	by	bonding	with	oxygen	molecules	
	
Expanded	Sentence:	Carbon	dioxide	is	produced	during	the	
Kreb’s	Cycle	when	carbon	chains	are	broken	down	and	bond	
with	oxygen	molecules.	
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Expanded	Sentences			
	Lesson	1		

Wonders		
Grade	4,	Unit	4,	Week	5	

Poems	
(Note:	AcCviCes	are	based	on	those	presented	in	The	Wri(ng	
Revolu(on	by	Judith	Hochman	and	Natalie	Wexler)			



•  Learning	Inten$ons:		
•  Students	will	create	sophisCcated,	well-
wriWen	sentences	by	adding	words	or	phrases	
to	answer	all	or	some	of	the	following	
quesCons:		who,	what,	when,	where,	why,	
and	how.		

•  		

•  Success	Criteria:	
•  Students	will	write	expanded	sentences	that	
demonstrate	understanding	of	the	passage	and	
meet	the	criteria	on	the	sentence	checklist.			
	
–  My	sentence	is	a	complete	sentence.	
–  My	sentence	makes	sense.		
–  My	sentence	begins	with	a	capital	leWer.	
–  My	sentence	ends	with	correct	punctuaCon.	
–  My	spelling	is	correct.	
–  My	handwriCng	is	neat.			

	

Sentence	Checklist	

	
___My	sentence	is	a	complete	sentence.	
___My	sentence	makes	sense.		
___My	sentence	begins	with	a	capital	leWer.	
___My	sentence	ends	with	the	correct	punctuaCon	mark.	
___My	spelling	is	correct.	
___My	handwriCng	is	neat.			

	

Sentence	Expansion	
Sing	to	Me	(page	295)	

Start	Sentence:		The	boy’s	piano	playing	improved.		
	
When:	...............................................................	
Why:.................................................................	
	
Expanded	Sentence:		________________________	
_______________________________________	
_______________________________________	
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Sentence	Expansion	
Sing	to	Me	(page	295)	Feedback	–	Possible	Sentences	

Start	Sentence:		The	boy’s	piano	playing	improved.		
	
When:	every	night	
Why:	because	his	mother	pracCced	with	him	
	
Expanded	Sentence:		Every	night,	the	boy’s	piano	
playing	improved	because	he	pracCced	with	his	
mother.		
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Sentence	Expansion	
Sing	to	Me	(page	295)	)	Feedback	–	Possible	Sentences	

Start	Sentence:		The	boy’s	piano	playing	improved.		
	
When:	every	day	
Why:	because	the	boy	pracCced	all	day	and	began	
to	believe	that	he	could	do	it	
	
Expanded	Sentence:		Every	day,	the	boy’s	piano	
playing	improved	because	he	pracCced	all	day	and	
began	to	believe	that	he	could	do	it.	
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Sentence	Expansion	
The	Climb	(page	296)	

Start	Sentence:		She	was	able	to	climb	the	oak	tree	
higher.		
	
When:	...............................................................	
How	:.................................................................	
	
Expanded	Sentence:		________________________	
_______________________________________	
_______________________________________	
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Sentence	Expansion	
The	Climb	(page	296)	Feedback	–	Possible	Sentence	

Start	Sentence:		She	was	able	to	climb	the	oak	tree	
higher.		
	
When:	on	her	tenth	birthday	
How:	by	pushing	and	pulling	herself	up	the	tree	
	
Expanded	Sentence:	On	her	tenth	birthday,	she	
was	able	to	climb	the	oak	tree	higher	by	pushing	
and	pulling	herself	up	the	tree.	
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Sentence	Expansion	
	

Start	Sentence:		
	
________:	...............................................................	
_______		:.................................................................	
_______		:.................................................................	
	
Expanded	Sentence:		________________________	
_______________________________________	
_______________________________________	
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Sentence	Combining	
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Sentence Combining  

 
 
(Examples taken from REWARDS Writing – Sentence Refinement 
published by Sopris Learning)  
 
Start:  Linda grabbed a seat. 
Add:  Bobby grabbed a seat. 
Add:  The seats were adjoining. 
Add:  The seats were on the bus. 
Add:  The bus was crowded. 
Create: _____________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________ 
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Sentence Combining  

(Examples taken from REWARDS Writing – Sentence Refinement 
published by Sopris)  
 
Start:  As the cubs grow fur, they spend periods of time outside the  

  den. 
 
Add:  The fur is thicker. 
Add:  The periods of time are short. 
Add:  The den is warm. 
Add:  The den is protective. 
Create: _______________________________________ 
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Sentence Combining  

	
	
(Examples	taken	from	REWARDS	Wri(ng	–	Sentence	Refinement	published	
by	Sopris)	
	

Start:	 	Jared	will	finish	shopping	for	school	supplies.	
Add:	 	He	will	shop	this	afernoon.	
Add:	 	He	will	shop	at	the	mall.	
Create:	 	____________________________________		
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Sentence Combining  

(Examples taken from REWARDS Writing – Sentence Refinement 
published by Sopris) 
 

Start:  Everyone ate birthday cake. 
Add:  The birthday cake was chocolate. 
Add:  Everyone ate vanilla ice cream. 
Add:  Everyone ate candy. 
Create:  ____________________________________ 
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Ac$vi$es	for	Building	Sentences	
The	Wri(ng	Revolu(on	by	Judith	Hochman	and	Natalie	Wexler		

•  DisCnguishing	between	sentences	and	fragments	
	

•  Unscrambling	scrambled	sentences	
	
•  Using	four	sentence	types	(statements,	quesCons,	exclamaCons,	and	commands)	

	
•  Develop	quesCons	

	
•  Use	conjuncCons	because,	but,	so	

	
•  Use	subordinaCng	conjuncCons	(although,	unless)	

	
•  Insert	apposiCves	to	describe	a	noun	

	
•  Expand	a	sentence	by	adding	details	

	
•  Combine	sentences		
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Planning	by	Grade	Level		

– Pages	227	through	231	

– Pacing	Guide	Examples,	pages	244	-	246	
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Resources	
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